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 “Phone booths are incredibly popular 
spaces for quick call privacy instead 
of using the stairwell or corridors or 
worse, still walking around the office 
and annoyingly hovering around 
other people’s desks.” 
MARK PARTRIDGE 
Designer of On the QT                                                                  

While uncertainty and challenge have characterized these 
unprecedented times, so too has the desire for a better 
work experience. 

Three things people say they want from the office are 
effective collaboration with others in both physical and 
digital environments, easier access to tools and resources, 
and the ability to shift from group to solo focus work. 
Supporting people across these elements will be crucial to 
creating compelling and better work experiences.
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For when you need 
a ‘little’ privacy
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Stand... is a ‘tall’ phone booth with a 
simple lean pad option that creates a soft 
ergonomic corner to hunker into for short calls 
or impromptu work. 

Sit... is a ‘short’ seated focus booth, typically 
used for longer virtual meetings or for head 
down focus work. 

One archetype...       
two typologies 

By combining short and tall 
booths, you can intuitively 
communicate the different 
function and occupancy lengths.



Purposeful 
destination
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From a tall to short booth, On the QT provides a 
quiet sanctuary for users toggling from collaborative to 
focus mode. 

The selection of short and tall pods offer flexibility 
providing users with the choice and control to 
create their own unique applications. 

Whiteboard finishes are designed to 
serve as a functional surface.

Plywood outer walls lend a warm and 
natural touch.

Wrapped fabric finishes help to soften 
the environment.

Metal steel finishes hold up magnets to 
support creative ideation.
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As the kinked air gap is always on the facing side, 
you talk into the gap, reducing booth-to-booth 
speech transmission.

In back-to-back booths, you talk away
from other users. It’s a win-win situation
in either configuration.

Undisruptive 
privacy
Inspired by the recording studio, the internal angled wall – the Kink 
– bounces sound down and away to minimize audio reverberation, 
ensuring clear, crisp sound in your virtual meetings.
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A row of semi-private spaces against a wall can 
quickly provide privacy, without the need to build in. 

Smart Structure Engineering

Acoustic performance is achieved through unique innovative sound block 
and absorbent cassette walls made specially by Orangebox. A rigid door 
frame helps to maintain a consistently sealed acoustic environment. 

Innovative Materials

Inner walls are a perfectly tuned combination of recycled 
polyester felt and innovative engineered acoustic baffles, 
creating absorption right where you talk.

Further tuning comes from the acoustic laminated glass 
to balance out any critical speech frequency losses.

Kinked Air Gap

The air gap is on the facing side meaning you’re always talking into the gap 
side to reduce booth to booth speech transmission.



From the plush upholstery of the seat and armrest, 
to the ergonomic lumbar support integrated in the 
backrest, the “Sit” version of On the QT keeps you 
working in comfort.

The angled wall tapers at the top minimizing the 
space profile of the booth while creating extra leg 
room at the base for increased comfort.

Stay comfortable 
for longer
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“I’m Occupied”
A visible light turns from green to red 
when the booth is occupied to provide 
a visual “do not disturb” cue to others.

Motion Sensor 
Motion activated fans and lighting welcome users into 
the booth, powering off after 5 minutes of no motions to 
increase power efficiency. 

A Light Touch
LED lights in the booth are focused on the work shelf, 
minimizing shadow and glare.

Air Circulation
On the QT is designed with both input and output 
fans, providing 25 air changes per hour to create 
the perfect balance between comfort and function.

Integrated Power 
Power is conveniently within reach, right where you 
need it. Located above the work surface are two 
sockets for power or USB.
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Features

Motion sensor-activated 
LED lights 

Kink offers enhanced 
acoustic privacy and 
creates valuable leg room

Changeable outer cladding 
to different finishes

Internal PET walls to improve sound 
reverberation and absorption 

High performance ventilation 
with input and output fans

Upholstered baffles for added 
absorption

Generous worksurface shelf

Removable kick plate to truck 
around the floor plane

Assembly in

Truckable in

2hr

seconds

...Ease of assembly, truckability & 
manoeuvrability. 

Simply pop the bottom cover off, push a pallet 
truck underneath, jack up and wheel to wherever 
you want...

Easy to assemble 
and move 



Exterior Cladding
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Statement of Line 

 
 

Product Range

Available options:

• Front privacy screen
• Rear lean pad
• Worksurface: Shelf/L-shaped Shelf
• Occupancy light
• Seismic kit

1200mm (>4’) 1200mm (>4’)

External
1.92m
(6’ 3”)

Internal
1.68m
(5’ 5”)

External
2.22m
(7’ 3”)

Internal
1.98m
(6’ 6”)

Laminate Fabric Painted Steel Plywood Whiteboard

Exterior Cover Caps

Black Grey White

QT01
Short Angled Phonebooth
(Left Hand Opening)

Height: 1900mm [H75”]
Width: 1000mm [W39”]
Depth: 1200mm [D47”]

QT02
Short Angled Phonebooth
(Right Hand Opening)

Height: 1900mm [H75”]
Width: 1000mm [W39”]
Depth: 1200mm [D47”]

QT03
Tall Angled Phonebooth
(Left Hand Opening)

Height: 2200mm [H87”]
Width: 1000mm [W39”]
Depth: 1200mm [D47”]

Height: 2200mm [H87”]
Width: 1000mm [W39”]
Depth: 1200mm [D47”]

QT04
Tall Angled Phonebooth
(Right Hand Opening)

QTF01
Seat Unit (for LH short
phonebooth QT01)

Height: 825mm [H32”]
Width: 885mm [W35”]
Depth: 625mm [D25”]

QTF02
Seat Unit (for RH short
phonebooth QT02)

Height: 825mm [H32”]
Width: 885mm [W35”]
Depth: 625mm [D25”]



Front & Rear Exterior Cladding — Laminate
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Surface Materials
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White Fleetwood Natural Davos Grey Arizona Thermo Oak

Grey Bardolino Fenix 2630 Piomba Doha Fenix 0720 Nero Ingo Fenix 0724 Grigio Bromo

Fenix 0718 Grigio Londra Fenix 2638 Titanio Doha Fenix 0725 Grigio Efeso Fenix 0030 Bianco Alaska

Front & Rear Exterior Cladding — Painted Textured Steel

White RAL 9003 Grey RAL 7038 Black RAL 9005

Shelf / Writing Tablet

Plywood Clear Matt Lacquer White - Melamine Laminate Fenix 0720 Nero Ingo Laminate Fenix 0725 Grigio Efeso

More colors available. For above fabric selections, contact us for details.

Fabric Options

Outer Cladding ( Front & Rear), Baffles (Front Privacy Screen & Rear Lean Pad) and Seat Unit

Camira 
Armadillo / Blazer / Mainline Flax / Oceanic / Silk / Synergy / X2Plus / Track / Yoredale
Gabriel 
Capture / Europost / Luna 2
Kvadrat
Clara2 / Colline / Divina 3 / Divina Melange 2 / Divina MD / Field 2 / Glow / Melange Nap / Cribs / Melange - Re-wool / Remix / Rime / 
Steelcut Trio 3 / Tonica 2
Svensson
Balance / Rock / Semi
Vescom
Deans / Hestan / Lani
Vinyl & PU (For Seat Unit Only)
Valencia C5

... A new benchmark for 
environmental design and 
global product compliance. 

Compliance and 
Sustainability
Orangebox’s standard of compliance and 
commitment to sustainability is held high as a 
globally recognized solution. Products like the   
On the QT go through rigorous material testing 
and sourcing. This means engineering and design 
are focused on efficient energy usage, minimum 
emissions and ensuring longevity of the product. 


